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Editor's Message

May finds the Shasta Trinity Fly Fishers with some more encouraging
news to report. The fund-raising auction went well, our April guest
speakers gave a great presentation, there were fish outs, fly tying, fly
rod casting, entomology classes, schools released the trout they had
raised, membership has grown to 166, and more. Of course, there are
still issues waiting to be resolved, like general meetings which are still
Zoom so connecting with other club members is difficult. This is
especially a problem for new members who are hoping to get
acquainted with other fly fishing enthusiasts. You are encouraged to
attend the smaller gatherings that are being offered, classes like fly
tying, monthly breakfasts, and fish outs. 
 

Club members should have received e-mails about the upcoming
FishOut on the McCloud Reservoir. You should also have received
information about an opportunity for a girl fly fisher age 10-15 to earn
a scholarship to attend Advanced FishCamp.
 

In this newsletter the president has a report and among other things
invites you to join the May Zoom meeting about the Lower
Sacramento. Dick Recchia reports on the Trinity River fishout. The
editor has provided an update about submitting a Pyramid Lake
Cutthroat for the Western Native Trout Challenge that our April
presenters described in their presentation. The results from the river
cleanup are in, along with photos. There is club history about past
conservation projects, and a plug about assisting Trout Unlimited on



some of their proposed stream enhancements. Finally is a look back..
way back.. into the very early years of the fly fishing club and the name
changes that have occurred.

Allan Craig

President's Message

Lower Sac Has Been Fishing Hot as Spit ! !
Please don’t neglect the Lower Sac in your fishing travels. When I lived
in the Bay Area (for 60 years) I never went to Alcatraz. I always
wanted to and it has excellent reviews as an interesting place to visit
and it would certainly have been easy to do. It just never happened.
There was always something else to do, to go, to see, etc.. My point is,
don’t let the Lower Sac, because it is in your backyard, be your
Alcatraz. And (another plug for our May speaker) Lance Gray is going
to give a wonderful and informative presentation on this magnificent
river that is just down the street.

Speaking of speakers; our April speakers, Ken Davis and Laurie Banks
gave one of the best presentations we’ve offered so far. Their topic was
the Western Native Trout Challenge and most of you were not able to
experience it! It was worth attending for the photography alone let
along their adventures and challenges in achieving Master Caster
Level. My heart breaks a little to think of what you all missed.

Last item is that I frequently am asked do I keep fish, how many, what
kind, and how do I cook them? Catch and release is my only mode of
fishing. I am allergic to fish. It’s the same allergy as for shellfish, just a
different enzyme. Shrimp, crab, lobster, all welcome and I will eat
them at every meal. If it has scales and fins, it’s poison. Fish allergy is
actually more common than shellfish but a lot of people who “don’t
like” fish have the allergy and don’t realize it. Your mouth gets itchy
and your throat starts to close up and you just stop eating fish. If you
continue to eat fish, the allergy progresses to anaphylaxis. I don’t
know if I can eat eel or not. My kids love it (unagi sushi) but I’m afraid
to try. Maybe if I got a to-go order and ate it in the hospital ER parking
lot?

Obviously catch-and-release is not a problem for me. I have caught
and kept in Minnesota where we would bring in 15 dozen sunfish (blue
gill to you Westerners) for a fish fry for my 140+ relatives for Sunday
dinner. I don’t have a hard line philosophy either way. But, where do I
like and want to fish? In an area that is strictly C&R. There are more
fish available on a consistent basis so fishing is much more enjoyable.
Do I avoid catch and keep areas? Yes, and when I do fish them, the
expectation is that I will probably be skunked.

My daughter, the veterinarian, loves to eat trout and she likes the way
I prepare it. When she started fly fishing we would go to the Green



River in Utah and she would bring along the makings for a trout
dinner. I told her she was wasting her time because she would never
keep a trout (legal size of course) for dinner and in three years she
never did. I asked her about it the year she didn’t come prepared and
she said by the time you found your trout, got it take your fly, fought
it, landed it, took it’s picture; it would be like killing and eating the
family dog. One becomes emotionally attached to a beautiful trout.

Mary Nishioka

Club Meeting - May 12th

Presentation on
“Where and How to Fish the Lower Sacramento River”

The #1 question we get asked by people new to the Club and/or
Redding; “Where do I catch fish?” Lance Gray, is a renowned and
favorite fly fishing guide in Northern California who is going to share
his insights at the STFF General Meeting on May 12 at 6pm.
Lance is going to share his knowledge of the 8 best spots to walk on
and wade the Lower Sac as well as the 6 boat ramps all with a detailed
map. He is also going to share his favorite flies and how to fish them.
Lance is generous with his vast store of knowledge and you will regret
missing this meeting. 

Mary

Western Native Trout Challenge Update

Hope you were able to hear the excellent April STFF club presentation
by Laurie Banks and Ken Davis. They described in detail the challenge
of catching 18 (or more) different trout in the 12 western states. They
also shared specific spots and what flies to use. If you are looking for a
fishing partner as you go look for these fish, let me know!! I have maps
and a list!
 

Since the presentation, I have been in contact with Laurie to clarify a
point they made. Ken and Laurie were under the impression that the
Lahontan Cutthroat in Pyramid does not count towards the goal. After
some checking, they have discovered that is not the case. Those in
charge of the program neither encourage nor discourage an angler
catching their Nevada Lahontan from Pyramid.
 

Tribal reservations and National Parks are not under the jurisdiction
or authority of the state fish and wildlife agencies. The program does
not want to direct anglers to places where special licenses or permits
are required. They do not wish to try and force a reservation or park to
participate in the Native Trout Challenge. What they do want to do is
to encourage anglers to seek public and likely lesser known waters
where state agency licenses are valid and to discover hidden fishing



treasures that are not on everyone’s radar.  
 

So, yes you can count a Pyramid Lake Lahontan Cutthroat as long as
you have the required license/permit form the tribe. Keep in mind
though that the state of Nevada has numerous small streams that have
Lahontans, along with a half dozen other fish that can qualify for the
Nevada Fish-Slam Program! So if you are looking for new and unusual
adventures without having to travel internationally, start writing your
plan!
 

Allan

FishOuts

Trinity River FishOut Report - Opening Day (April 1st)
at the Trinity River Fly Fishing Only Section

 

Seven STFF members participated in the FishOut on the opening day
(April 1st) at the Trinity River Fly Fishing only section [from the
Lewiston Bridge to the dam next to the hatchery].
 

The weather was absolutely perfect with a light breeze and plenty of
sunshine. However, the flows from the dam were quite slow and
therefore the water levels in the river were quite low. This basically
limited the fishing to the “pockets” where the water was deep enough
for steelhead fishing.
 

As usual on opening day there were quite a few fly fishers on the river
so this limited the access to any pockets. However, Trout Unlimited
member Creighton Smith located a great pocket where he hooked and
landed several adult steelhead on dry flies.
 

STFF member Phil Rapin had his hands full when he hooked…and
eventually landed…a beautiful 22” steelhead. Some of the other
members were less successful with the steelhead but were able to hook
a few smolts using dry flies.
 

Upcoming FishOuts
 

1) McCloud Reservoir: May 1st: , It is a go even though the water is
very low. Meet at the lake at 8:30. There currently is no dock, and if
one is in place when we meet, there could be a launch fee. It was $5
last year, but might be raised to $10. Contact Tom Taylor or John
Durfee if you plan to attend. Tom
Taylor Email: tmtaylor321@gmail.com
John Durfee Email: steelie14@hotmail.com  
 

2) The beginners FishOut is still on hold due to Grace Lake being
drained. Jim is looking for an alternate site. The plan is still to go
ahead on May 22nd as long as we find a place to fish that is good for
newbies! 
 

mailto:tmtaylor321@gmail.com
mailto:steelie14@hotmail.com


3) The club is looking for looking for a fish master for the October
Owyhee River trip that is familiar with the low flows that time of year.

River Cleanup: April 18

The Community Officer informed us that
we collected 3,700 lbs of trash on
Sunday!!!! He filled the first trailer and the
back of his truck, dumped it, then returned
for a second load. 
 

About 50 participants: most were members
of Trout Unlimited, though others from
STFF, Chase Bank, and Shasta Support Services participated.

Reminder
On June 21- Facebook: World Fishing Day

WORLD FLY FISHING DAY VISION...

WFF Day aims to be a special day for fly fishermen all around the
world, celebrating the art of fly fishing. Many exhibitions will be
organized simultaneously worldwide to promote and divulgate the Fly
Fishing world. Indeed Fly Fishing is not merely a fishing technique but
involves art, culture, knowledge, respect of nature and its aquatic
environments. These ethical principles should be spread both to fly
fishermen and collectivity, because the Fly Fishing’s future depends
on general environment protection and respect.

The first edition of WFF Day will be an unmissable event to celebrate
our world and to approach many new fly fishing lovers.

Long live Fly Fishing!

Kathie Burns

Conservation: STFF club history
Have you even noticed the small blue
labels stuck in the concrete above many



of the storm drains in Redding?  There
is a logo of a salmonid reminding
folks “No dumping, drains to
Sacramento River”. Installing these
labels was a project done in 2004 due to
a joint effort by the Redding West
Rotary Environmental Committee,
Shasta Mayflies, and the Shasta Fly
Fishers!
 

The goal of the group was to label 28 local creeks on each storm drain
and bridges identified by the city. In 2004 they worked on Churn
Creek, Jenny Creek, and Canyon Creek. One of the labels is on a drain
right in front of my house, where a storm drain leads to Boulder Creek
which then feeds Churn Creek, and eventually takes water and
anything else flowing in it to the Sacramento River.
 

There were 500 labels applied in April of that year, and another 500 in
September. The city hosted a free BBQ at Kid’s Kingdom Park for all
the volunteers. Shasta Fly Fishers volunteers were organized by
Patrick Shannon who was the club Conservation Chairman at that
time.
 

A reminder that for most years of the club’s over 4 decade existence,
conservation was a main theme and conservation chair was a very
important position. Historically the purpose of the annual banquet
was solely to raise money for conservation projects. The club’s bylaws
still reflect that emphasis.. of the 8 “purposes” of the club, half refer to
conservation issues. Finding a person to take the lead in conservation
has not always been successful, though there was a chair person in
2012, the last year the newsletters were being published. Club
members assisted in two projects about that time: habitat
enhancement on the Trinity River where new side channels had been
constructed, and bio-assessment surveys on several streams in the
Redding area.
 

Future conservation opportunities?  In the past the club relied a lot on
a Conservation Chair to find projects and organize volunteers.
Banquet proceeds provided the budget. There has been no chair
person in recent years. A source for projects has been the Department
of Fish and Wildlife but they now have their own volunteer program in
Redding. Some STFF members are on that list too. The good news is
that there are other ways for club members to get involved with
conservation projects. Redding now has a very active chapter of Trout
Unlimited, and they are accumulating funds and meeting with
different agencies in preparation for stream enhancement work. Since
2018 STFF has a cooperative arrangement with the local TU
chapter to participate in projects and provide volunteers instead of
having their own conservation committee and chair. There will be a
joint STFF/TU fundraiser in the future. The Department of Fish and



Wildlife has ideas for their wild trout program. The Western Shasta
Resource Conservation District has done an extensive study and
identified potential urban stream projects. STFF and the Northern
Council of Fly Fishers International assisted in funding some of those
studies. That list includes removing fish barriers in Middle Creek,
Jenny Creek, and Rock Creek, among others. With TU doing the
organizing and funding, STFF members can put on gloves, grab a
shovel, lend a hand, and fulfill half of the club’s”purposes”! More on
this as plans are finalized.

Allan
 

Next month:  the history of Shasta Fly Fishers and the Turtle Bay
East project

“Superior” Fly Fishers?
So what does it mean to be a “Superior
California Fly Fisher”?? Why, someone
from the “Superior” region of California,
of course. Access California, California
Agriculture, and Mental Health are just a
few organizations that group Shasta
County among up to 16 other counties
that way. Think “far northern” region,
thus the name fits. On the other hand,

and especially when talking about fly fishers, “Superior” does sound a
bit elitist, non ?
 

That was a situation a fly fishing club in Redding faced almost 50 years
ago. The Superior California Fly Fishers club was founded in 1974 by
Harry Klein and Guy Jones, who interestingly were not that into fly
fishing and mostly used spinning gear. In 1979 the members voted to
change the name to Shasta Fly Fishers. The vote was not unanimous
and the founders may have felt their territory was being infringed
upon because they left the club.
 

The remaining dozen or so anglers were “Hard Core” fly fishing
buddies. Their aim was to go fishing, to meet others with a passion for
fly fishing, and to share angling knowledge. They wanted to discover
the secrets of Nor Cal blue ribbon waters, including Fall River, the
McCloud, Pit, Upper Sacramento, Hat Creek and lesser known high
quality spots like Lake McCumber. Needless to say some of these
fisheries are not as productive today as they were in 1980.
 

When the group met they talked fishing and planned outings. Fly tying
was a big deal and almost everyone was a fly tier, so before the
meeting someone would demonstrate a fly pattern or tying
technique. In summer months they would go outside and cast on the
lawn. There would be some brief club business, then most anglers



would give a fishing report. The club was growing and with 15 or
20 serious fly anglers in attendance, valuable tips were shared each
month. Speakers were typically members of the club, Fly Shop staff, or
from the Department of Fish and Game who gave updates about
fishing or issues in the local waters. The removal of the Red Bluff
Diversion Dam was one such presentation. Outings were to those same
places including Lewiston, Hat Creek, Manzanita, and Battle Creek
BELOW the hatchery! Outings were called “Fish Outs”, as they still are
today! They were later nicknamed “Skunk Outs”! Expenses were kept
low, they met where there were no fees, usually Tiger Hall. They had
an annual “banquet” which was typically a pot luck at someone’s house
to celebrate the incoming president and officers. A banquet was held
at a restaurant (The Saloon?) and Dan Blanton gave a talk about
striper fishing.
 

Gordon recalls a “Fish Out” on the Pit River above Big Bend. He
caught a 6 pound “trophy”, and held it up for others to see. He then
tossed it in the brush! Brett Jensen was really upset because from a
distance a 6 pound pike minnow had looked like a 6 pound brown
trout! Had Eric Barham (PhD in Marine Biology) been there he would
have had something to say in defense of pike minnows. To him,
anything native has a place and he wrote about that very subject in
later newsletters. An effort to eradicate pike minnows from below the
Red Bluff Diversion Dam is a subject for a future article.
 

Outings on Baum Lake were a bit different than today. At that time
Tucker float tubes were a donut-shaped green canvas enclosing a truck
tire inner tube. They were most easily inflated at a service station! At
Baum, wearing “seal dries”, they would launch right below the
powerhouse and float downstream to the parking lot area. The
“donuts” were not easy to get in or out of, and very dangerous if you
flipped upside down, so not safe in fast water. Instead the club used
prams on the lower Sacramento River outings. The large fish they
were catching may have been steelhead?
 

Fly tying supplies were a typical prize at raffles. The first thing Brett
Jensen won was a blue bottle of head cement.
 

Club members encouraged others to join, especially at the annual
sports show. Fly Tiers at the show would offer those who signed up a
free fly plus a donated $5.00 coupon from a local pizza pub! While
others tied, Sandy Watts mingled among observers and “recruited”!
 

This all occurred at about the same time that business partners Mike
Michalak and Brad Jackson in 1978 opened a small fly shop behind a
pizza parlor which is now Mountain Mikes. Mike Mercer began his
long career there a few months later. I loaded up on my Systems Reel
collection there.  In 1981 the shop moved to its current location on
Churn Creek Road next to I-5. Gordon Briggs did illustrations for the
club and also for the early Fly Shop catalogs. The club had fly tying



sessions upstairs in the new building. (Side note: Mike tells me that
the fly fishing industry in general is actually a small niche compared to
other sports. The industry total world wide is about equal to the sales
of just Titan golf balls)

 

Thanks to those past presidents (note the year) and club members
who contributed their recollections to this article: Gordon Briggs,
Chris Corbett (1981-82), Brett Jensen (1979), Mike Mercer, Mike
Michalak, and Sandy Watts (1978). Reminiscing with these “legends”
in local fly fishing has been great fun. The one downside was recalling
a few of the high quality fisheries that have sadly diminished. Places
like Hat Creek and McCumber, steelhead in Battle Creek, shad below
Red Bluff, the Sacramento River had four strong salmon runs but now
two are endangered, and others. The theme songs for such memories
should be one from the Judds, “Grandpa (Tell Me ‘Bout The Good Old
Days)” followed closely by Mary Hopkin and “Those Were the Days,
My Friend”!!

Allan
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In Memoriam: Jon Baiocchi 1965-2021
Where to begin?

Fly fisherman, naturalist, guide, educator, author, speaker,
skateboarder, professional snowboarder, BMX and motocross racer,



Jon Francis Baiocchi passed suddenly on Thursday morning, April 22,
2021 while guiding on his beloved Middle Fork of the Feather River,
near Cromberg. He was 55.

Jon's remarkable and unconventional life began on November 15, 1965
in San Jose, California, two years prior to his parents, Bob and Lois
Baiocchi, relocating their young family of six to rural Paradise to live
closer to nature and native fisheries. Under the instruction of his
father and elder brother, Jon had a rod in his hands by age 6 and was
guiding professionally by 30 as “Baiocchi's Troutfitters.”

The Jack London of the family, Jon's was a life well-lived. He
recognized this and was grateful for it.

Jon is survived by his brother Joel, sisters Christina and Teresa, niece
Luci Grace, nephew Justin, and an anthology of reports, videos,
writings, and musings on fly-fishing and all things flora and fauna.

A memorial is being planned and will be announced as soon as
possible.

Correspondence can be addressed to the Baiocchi Family at
P.O. Box 917, Mendocino, CA 95460

“I would rather be ashes than dust!
I would rather that my spark should burn out in a brilliant blaze

than it should be stifled by dryrot.
I would rather be a superb meteor, every atom of me in magnificent

glow, than a sleepy and permanent planet.
The proper function of man is to live, not to exist.

I shall not waste my days in trying to prolong them.
I shall use my time.”

J. London


